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DETAILED ACTION

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

1 . The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for

all obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described

as set forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to

be patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been

obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which

said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the

invention was made.

2. Claims 1,2, 12,14, 16, 17, 26-28 and 30 are rejected under 35 U.S.C.

103(a) as being unpatentable over Lee (Lee et al.; US Patent No.: 6,751 ,207 B1

)

in view of Adams (Adams et al.; US Pub No.: 2003/0,016,679 A1).

Regarding claims 1,16 and 30, Lee teaches of a method (column 1, lines

54-55) and system (column 1 , lines 26-30) of routing a bit stream representing a

voice communication over a telecommunications network (column 1, lines 25-

30), comprising: receiving a bit stream representing a voice communication

(column 2, lines 32-36; where IP networks receive voice as bit streams).

Lee does not specifically teach of setting at least one bit in the bit stream

as a pseudo-tunneling flag; receiving the bit stream at a network switch; checking

the pseudo-tunneling flag of the bit stream; and processing the bit stream as a

data communication rather than a voice communication if the pseudo-tunneling

flag is set.

In related art concerning network routing, Adams teaches of setting at

least one bit in the bit stream as a pseudo-tunneling flag (paragraph 0023,

Iines13; e.g., "status flag" which can indicate the type of data) receiving the bit
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stream at a network switch (paragraph 0009, lines 1-4); checking the pseudo-

tunneling flag of the bit stream (figure 3, item 306; "determining a packet

classification"); and processing the bit stream as a data communication rather

than a voice communication if the pseudo-tunneling flag is set (figure 3, item 308,

paragraph 0023, lines 17-19 and paragraph 0029; where the information is

processed as data in a VoIP).

It would have been obvious to a one of ordinary skill in the art at the time

the invention was made to combine Lee's voice over internet protocol routing

method with Adams's status determination flag in order to allocate the minimum

amount of bandwidth for communication.

Regarding claim 2 and 17, Lee in view of Adams teaches all the limitations

of claims 1 and 16, respectively. Adams further teaches of receiving a call at a

local interface; determining during a call setup process whether the call is a voice

call; and setting a pseudo-tunneling flag in a bit stream of the call if the call is a

voice call (column 4, lines 29-35).

Regarding claims 12 and 26, Lee in view of Adams teaches all the

limitations of claim 1 and 26, respectively. Adams further teaches where a

pseudo-tunneled voice call is routed through a packet-switched data network

using a switched virtual circuit (SVC) (paragraph 0023, lines 1-5; where X.25

networks is the foundation of "VPN" and "SVC" are used in X.25 networks).
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Regarding claim 14, Lee in view of Adams teaches all the limitations of

claim 1 . Adams further teaches where voice calls and data calls are routed over

the same network (paragraph 0008; e.g., packet switching network... routing of

packets within the network; where the packets contain data and voice).

Regarding claims 13, 27 and 28, Lee in view of Adams teaches all the

limitations of claims 12, 26 and 16, respectively. Adams further teaches where

the SVC lasts only for the duration of the call and is torn down at the completion

of the call (paragraph 0023, lines 1-5; where it is inherent of "SVC" to lasts only

for the duration of the call and is torn down at the completion of the call).

3. Claims 3-9, 13, 18-23, 27-28 and 31-32 are rejected under 35

U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Lee in view of Adams as applied to

claim 1 above, and further in view of Dent (Dent, Paul W. US Patent No.:

6,571,212 B1).

Regarding claims 3 and 18, Lee in view of Adams teaches all the

limitations of claims 1 and 16, respectively.

Lee in view of Adams does not specifically teach where the bit stream

represents voice packets, each voice packet including at least one vocoder frame

of a first vocoder format.

In related art concerning a mobile internet protocol voice system, Dent

teaches where the bit stream represents voice packets, each voice packet

including at least one vocoder frame of a first vocoder format (column 4, lines 17-

25).
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It would have been obvious to a one of ordinary skill in the art at the time

the invention was made to combine Lee's and Adam's voice over internet

protocol routing method and status determination flag with voice over internet

protocol routing method with Adams's status determination flag with Dent's

vocoder in order to digitize the signals and save bandwidth.

Regarding claims 4 and 19, Lee in view of Adams and further in view of

Dent teaches all the limitations of claims 3 and 18, respectively. Dent further

teaches where the bit stream is not converted from the first vocoder format to a

decompressed format (column 5, lines, 51-61; where the format is "compressed"

not "decompressed").

Regarding claims 5 and 20, Lee in view of Adams and further in view of

Dent teaches all the limitations of claims 3 and 18, respectively. Dent further

teaches of setting at least one bit in each voice packet as pseudo-tunneling flag

(paragraph 0023, Iines13; where it is inherent for data packets to contain at least

one bit in the flag).

Regarding claims 6 and 21, Lee in view of Adams and further in view of

Dent teaches all the limitations of claims 3 and 18. Dent further teaches of

encapsulating at least one vocoder packet into a routing packet for routing

through a packet switched data network (column 5, lines 51-57; where it is

inherent for data packets to be routed through packet switched data networks)

and setting a pseudo-tunneling flag in the routing packet (paragraph 0023,

Iines13).
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Regarding claims 7, 22 and 31, Lee in view of Adams teaches all the

limitations of claims 1,16 and 30, respectively. Dent further teaches where the

step of processing the bit stream comprises routing voice calls through a public

switched telephone network if a pseudo-tunneling flag is not set, and routing

voice calls through a data network if the pseudo-tunneling flag is set (paragraph

0014, lines 1-13; where the routing is done to a regular "PSTN" network if VoIP is

not indicated).

Regarding claims* 8 and 23, Lee in view of Adams teaches all the

limitations of claims 1 and 16, respectively. Dent further teaches of receiving the

bit stream at a destination local interface; checking at least one pseudo-tunneling

flag of the bit stream; and processing the bit stream as a pseudo-tunneled bit

stream if the pseudo-tunneling flag is set (figure 5, items 10; where the signal is

processed as a data signal and converted back into voice).

Regarding claim 32, Lee in view of Adams teaches all the limitations of

claim 31 , Dent further teaches further of a destination local interface receiving the

bit stream from the network switch (column 5, lines 51-57); transcoding the bit

stream if the pseudo-tunneling flag is set (paragraph 0693 and Iine13 of

paragraph 0023).
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4. Claims 9-11, 15, 24-25 and 29 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as

being unpatentable over Lee in view of Adams as applied to claim 1 above, and

further in view of Dent and further in view of Elliot (Elliot et al.; US Pub.: No.:

2004/0022237 A1).

Regarding claims 9 and 24, Lee in view of Adams and further in view of

Dent teaches all the limitations of claims 8 and 23, respectively.

Lee in view of Adams and further in view of Dent does not specifically

teach where a pseudo-tunneled bit stream is processed by a transcoder which

converts the bit stream into a second vocoder format.

In related art concerning voice over data telecommunications network

architecture, Elliot teaches where a pseudo-tunneled bit stream is processed by

a transcoder which converts the bit stream into a second vocoder format

(paragraph 0693; where the transcoder compresses voice data, therefore, the

second vocoder will have a compressed format).

It would have been obvious to a one of ordinary skill in the art at the time

the invention was made to combine Lee's, Adam's and Dent's combined method

with Elliot's transcoder in order to save bandwidth.

Regarding claims 10 and 25, Lee in view of Adams further in view of Dent

and further in view of Elliot teaches all the limitations of claim 9 and 24,

respectively. Elliot further teaches where the transcoder is a compressed domain

transcoder (paragraph 0693; where transcoders are inherently compressors).
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Regarding claim 1 1 , Lee in view of Adams further in view of Dent and

further in view of Elliot teaches all the limitations of claim 10. Elliot further

teaches where the compressed domain transcoder converts one of the following

vocoder formats: LPC, TDVC, and MELP (page 105, column 5, line 21 of the

third parameter tag; where examiner has selected LPC from the choices given).

Regarding claims 15 and 29, Lee in view of Adams teaches all the

limitations of claims 14 and 28. Elliot further teaches comprising padding the bit

stream with a padded bit sequence accommodate routing the bit stream across a

network (paragraph 1542).
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Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from

examiner should be directed to Angelica Perez whose telephone number

is 703-305-8724. The examiner can normally be reached on 7:15 a.m. - 3:55

p.m., Monday - Friday.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the

examiner's supervisor, Nay Maung can be reached on 703-308-7745. The fax

phone numbers for the organization where this application or proceeding is

assigned are 703-872-9314 for regular communications and for After Final

communications.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application

or proceeding should be directed to the TC 2600's customer service number is

703-306-0377.

the

SUPERVISORY PATENT EXAMINER

Art Unit 2684

June 25, 2004


